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Abstract

We describe a novel method for verifying programs that ma-
nipulate linked lists, based on two new predicates that char-
acterize reachability of heap cells. These predicates allow
reasoning about both acyclic and cyclic lists uniformly with
equal ease. The crucial insight behind our approach is that
a circular list invariably contains a distinguished head cell
that provides a handle on the list. This observation sug-
gests a programming methodology that requires the heap of
the program at each step to be well-founded , i.e., for any
field f in the program, every sequence u.f, u.f.f, . . . con-
tains at least one head cell. We believe that our methodol-
ogy captures the most common idiom of programming with
linked data structures. We enforce our methodology by au-
tomatically instrumenting the program with updates to two
auxiliary variables representing these predicates and adding
assertions in terms of these auxiliary variables.

To prove program properties and the instrumented as-
sertions, we provide a first-order axiomatization of our two
predicates. We also introduce a novel induction principle
made possible by the well-foundedness of the heap. We use
our induction principle to derive from two basic axioms a
small set of additional first-order axioms that are useful for
proving the correctness of several programs.

We have implemented our method in a tool and used it
to verify the correctness of a variety of nontrivial programs
manipulating both acyclic and cyclic singly-linked lists and
doubly-linked lists.

1 Introduction

Program verification has made enormous progress in the
last few decades. A significant contribution to this progress
has been made by reasoning techniques based on first-order
logic. For a number of programs, the verification condition
whose validity establishes the correctness of the program is
expressible in a combination of first order theories such as
arithmetic, uninterpreted functions, and propositional logic.
The pioneering work of Nelson and Oppen [27] described
a method for combining decision procedures for individual
theories to yield a decision procedure for the combined the-
ory. Based on their results, a number of powerful automated
theorem provers [9, 4] have been developed for program ver-
ification. Many successful tools [11, 3, 16] have used these
provers for proving program properties.

However, first-order reasoning typically breaks down
when we want to prove properties of programs that manipu-

late heap-allocated linked data structures. The main prob-
lem with reasoning about a data structure, such as a linked
list, is that it is impossible to express an invariant about all
members of a list in first-order logic. To achieve such a spec-
ification in general requires the use of the reachability pred-
icate which cannot be expressed in first-order logic. Conse-
quently, researchers have investigated richer logics such as
combination of first order logic with transitive closure [17]
and monadic second-order logic [25]. These approaches are
typically unable to harness the advances made in automated
theorem proving based on first-order logic.

In this paper, we develop a method for verifying linked
data structures based entirely on first-order logic. The idea
behind our approach is to provide a first-order approxima-
tion of the reachability predicate. Nelson [28] and Lev-Ami
et al. [21] have also proposed first-order axiomatizations for
linked lists. Our work improves upon these previous ap-
proaches in several significant ways. Most notably, our work
makes the analysis of cyclic linked lists as uniform as acyclic
lists. While theoretically incomplete, we believe that our ap-
proach is complete enough for most realistic programs. We
have validated this belief by building a tool to mechanize our
method. We have used our tool to verify a number of pro-
grams manipulating singly-linked and doubly-linked lists.

In the next section, we illustrate the benefits of our anal-
ysis for reasoning uniformly about acyclic and cyclic lists.

1.1 Motivation

The novelty of our technique is best illustrated by an exam-
ple. Consider the following function acyclic simple that
iterates over an acyclic list pointed to by the variable head
and sets the data field of each list element to 0. This exam-
ple is representative of a variety of programs that use linked
lists as sets and iterate over them.

//@ requires head != null
void acyclic simple() {

iter = head;
while (iter != null) {

iter.data = 0;
iter = iter.next;

}
}

To write the loop invariant for this program, we require
the reachability function R, which maps each cell u to the
set containing u and all cells reachable from u by following



the next field and excluding null . The cornerstone of all
previous approaches to first-order reasoning about linked
lists is the following axiom about R:

v ∈ R(u) ⇔ (v = u ∨ (u.next 6= null ∧ v ∈ R(u.next)))

This axiom and the rest of this section assumes, for simplic-
ity but without loss of generality, that null .next = null . We
have also added the precondition head!=null to make this
example similar in as many ways as the example of a cyclic
list traversal described later in the section.

Using R, the loop invariant for the program can be ex-
pressed as follows:

∀v ∈ R(head) : (iter 6= null ∧ v ∈ R(iter)) ∨ v.data = 0

This loop invariant easily proves the following desired post-
condition of the function.

∀v ∈ R(head) : v.data = 0

The verification condition for this program is easily con-
structed using the weakest-precondition transformer [10],
and the verification condition can be easily proved from the
axiom using purely first-order reasoning based on uninter-
preted functions and quantifier instantiation. We encourage
the reader to perform this simple but interesting calculation.

Unfortunately, this simple approach breaks down with
cyclic lists which are quite common, and perhaps the most
common linked data structure used in operating system ker-
nels. To illustrate the problem, consider the following vari-
ant cyclic simple of the first function that iterates over a
cyclic list pointed to by head and sets the data fields of the
list elements to 0. The complication, in this case, is that
the next field of the last element of the list points to head
rather than null .

//@ requires head != null
void cyclic simple() {

head.data = 0;
iter = head.next;
while(iter != head) {

iter.data = 0;
iter = iter.next;

}
}

The circularity of the list results in a breakdown of
the reasoning described earlier. The value of R(head) and
R(iter) remains constant and equal to the set of all ele-
ments in the list during the entire execution of the loop.
As a result, we are unable to write a simple loop invari-
ant using R. Even proving the absence of null dereferences
in cylic simple is nontrivial compared to acyclic simple
where it is trivial because of the loop entry condition. In the
remainder of this section, we show how our approach makes
verification of programs manipulating cyclic lists as simple
as those manipulating acyclic lists.

The crucial insight behind our approach is that a circular
list invariably contains a distinguished head cell . This head
cell provides a handle on the list, usually marks the begin-
ning of the list, and the last element of the list points to
it. In the program above, this cell is pointed to by the pro-
gram variable head. Moreover, it is the presence of this cell
that ensures the termination of iterations over circular linked
lists. Let H denote the set of head cells of a program. Then,

the above program has the precondition {head,null} ⊆ H.
We think of null as a special head and consequently require
that H always contain null . The usefulness of constraining
H in this fashion will become clear later in this section.

We introduce a new axiomatization of linked lists with
two new functions, RH and IdH . RH maps each cell u to
the set of cells containing u and all cells reachable from u by
following the next field until a cell v ∈ H is reached. The
cell v is not included in RH(u). Finally, we define IdH(u) to
be v. The cell v acts as a block to the traversal of the next
field from u and its identity is captured as IdH(u). We call
IdH(u) the blocking cell for u. The axioms for RH and IdH

are as follows:

v ∈ RH(u) ⇔ (u = v ∨ (u.next 6∈ H ∧ v ∈ RH(u.next)))
IdH(u) = (u.next ∈ H) ? u.next : IdH(u.next)

The first axiom is essentially the definition of RH and is
similar in spirit to the axiom for R described earlier. The
second axiom says that IdH(u) is u.next if u.next ∈ H and
IdH(u.next) otherwise.

Using the definition of IdH , we can specify that head
points to a circular list by adding the following precondition
to cyclic simple.

//@ requires IdH(head) = head

From the definition of RH and IdH , it is clear that if
IdH(u) = u, then u ∈ H and RH(u) is the set of cells in
a cycle in which no cell other than u is in H. Therefore, the
set of cells in the circular list pointed to by head is given
by RH(head). Using the definition of RH and IdH , we can
now write the loop invariant for the loop in cyclic simple
as follows.

∀v ∈ RH(head) :
(iter 6= head ∧ v ∈ RH(iter)) ∨ v.data = 0

∧ IdH(iter) = head

Observe that the first conjunct of the loop invariant is
similar in structure to the loop invariant for the function
acyclic simple. The two new axioms allow us to prove
the correctness of the loop invariant, the absence of null
dereferences, and the following desired postcondition for
cyclic simple:

∀v ∈ RH(head) : v.data = 0

As mentioned earlier, proving the absence of null derefer-
ences in cyclic simple is nontrivial and requires the use of
the axiom about IdH .

Our new axiomatization is a generalization of the first
axiomatization that worked only for acyclic lists. If H =
{null}, the axiom about RH reduces to the axiom about
R. Indeed, we can verify the first program using the new
axiomatization by introducing a precondition H = {null}
and rewriting the loop invariant to

∀v ∈ RH(head) :
(iter 6= null ∧ v ∈ RH(iter)) ∨ v.data = 0

Thus, our new axiom system can verify programs manipu-
lating acyclic as well as cyclic lists with equal ease.

1.2 Contributions

The main technical contribution of this paper is a novel
method for verifying linked lists based on two new predicates



that characterize reachability of heap cells. These predicates
allow reasoning about both acyclic and cyclic lists uniformly
with equal ease. The crucial insight behind our approach is
that a circular list invariably contains a distinguished head
cell that provides a handle on the list. This observation sug-
gests a programming methodology that requires the heap of
the program at each step to be well-founded , i.e., for any
field f in the program, every sequence u.f, u.f.f, . . . contains
at least one head cell. The set of head cells is identified by
a new variable added to the program by the programmer.

We believe that our methodology captures the most com-
mon idiom of programming with linked data structures. We
enforce our methodology by automatically instrumenting
the program with updates to two auxiliary variables rep-
resenting these predicates and adding assertions in terms
of these auxiliary variables. Our instrumentation captures
well-foundedness precisely — the instrumented program fails
one of these assertions if and only if the original program
reaches a state containing a heap that is not well-founded.

To prove program properties and the instrumented as-
sertions, we provide a first-order axiomatization of our two
predicates. Our axiomatization consists of the two basic
first-order axioms introduced in Section 1.1. We also intro-
duce a novel induction principle made possible by the well-
foundedness of the heap. We use our induction principle to
derive from the two basic axioms a small set of additional
first-order axioms that are useful for proving the correctness
of several programs. All of these derived axioms are intuitive
and natural and we state them precisely in Section 5.

We have implemented our method in a tool and used it
to verify the correctness of a variety of nontrivial programs
manipulating both acyclic and cyclic singly-linked lists and
doubly-linked lists. Our approach allows us to leverage not
only powerful first-order theorem provers but also invariant
inference engines based on indexed predicate abstraction [12,
19]. We describe our preliminary experience with this tool
in Section 6.3.

2 Examples

In Section 1.1, we illustrated our method by verifying the
functions acyclic simple and cyclic simple. These func-
tions were interesting and illustrative but comparatively
simple. In this section, we illustrate our method on three
more complex examples. The first example in Section 2.1
modifies the link structure of the heap; the second example
in Section 2.2 uses arithmetic in addition to heap manipula-
tion; the third example in Section 2.3 manipulates a doubly-
linked list. We note that the examples in Section 1.1 and
all examples of this section have been verified by the tool
whose details we provide in Section 6.

2.1 Set-union

Our first example is the function union shown in Figure 1.
This example is taken from a paper by Nelson [28]. The
function union takes two circular linked lists a and b as
arguments. Each list represents a set; the field r in a cell
contains the identifier of the unique set to which it belongs.

The function union has a number of preconditions also
stated in Figure 1. The second precondition says that both
a and b are pointing to head cells. The third precondition
says that a and b are pointing to circular lists. The fourth
precondition says that the lists pointed to by a and b are
disjoint.

//@ requires a != null && b != null
//@ requires {null , a, b} ⊆ Hnext
//@ requires Idnext(a) == a && Idnext(b) == b
//@ requires Rnext(a) ∩ Rnext(b) == {}
//@ requires ∀u ∈ Rnext(b) : u.r == b.r

//@ ensures Idnext(a) = b && Idnext(b) = a
//@ ensures ∀u ∈ (Rnext(a) ∪ Rnext(b)) : u.r == b.r
//@ ensures

(Rnext(a) ∪ Rnext(b)) == (old(Rnext)(a) ∪ old(Rnext)(b))
//@ ensures ∀u 6∈ old(Rnext)(a) : u.r = old(u.r)

void union(Cell a, Cell b) {
a.r = b.r;
Cell curr = a.next;

while (curr != a) {
curr.r = b.r;
curr = curr.next;

}

Cell tmp = a.next;
a.next = b.next;
b.next = tmp;

}

Figure 1: Performing the union of two circular lists

The objective of union is to merge the list pointed to by
a into the list pointed to by b. The function union first sets
the r field of each cell in a to b.r. Finally, the contents of
a.next and b.next are swapped to merge the two lists.

Our tool automatically instruments union with updates
to the functions Idnext and Rnext. This instrumentation is
introduced only for the last two statements, which are the
only statements that update the next field. For each of
these statements, the instrumentation also checks by insert-
ing an assertion that the update of next leaves the heap
well-founded. For example, the assertion introduced just
before the last statement of the function is as follows:

assert(b ∈ Rnext(tmp) => tmp ∈ Hnext)

This assertion fails precisely if there is a chain of cells con-
nected by next from tmp to b in which no cell is in Hnext.
Such a chain causes an ill-founded cycle of cells upon ex-
ecution of the statement b.next = tmp. Furthermore, this
statement modifies Idnext(b) and Rnext(b) as follows:

Idnext(b) = (tmp ∈ Hnext) ? tmp : Idnext(tmp)
Rnext(b) = (tmp ∈ Hnext) ? {b} : {b} ∪ Rnext(tmp)

A precise and complete description of both Idnext and Rnext
is given in Section 4.

For union, we prove the absence of null dereferences, the
assertions described above to check that the heap remains
well-founded, and three postconditions. The first postcon-
dition is particularly interesting. It states that the blocking
cell for a is b and the blocking cell for b is a. These two facts
together mean that cells a and b are the only two head cells
in a cycle, which indicates indirectly that indeed the union
of the two lists has been created. In the third postcondi-
tion, old(Rnext) refers to the value of Rnext at the beginning
of the function. The final postcondition says that the r field



//@ requires {null} ⊆ Hnext
//@ requires Idnext(l) ==null
//@ requires l != null && p != null
//@ requires p 6∈ Hnext
//@ requires p.data > l.data
//@ requires sorted(l)
//@ requires p 6∈ Rnext(l)

//@ ensures sorted(l)
//@ ensures p ∈ Rnext(l)

void insert(Cell l, Cell p) {
Cell curr = l;
Cell succ = l.next;

while (succ != null) {
if (p.data > succ.data) {

curr = succ;
succ = curr.next;

}
else

break;
}

p.next = succ;
curr.next = p;

}

Figure 2: Inserting an element into a sorted acyclic list

remains unchanged for all those cells which do not belong
to Rnext(a) initially.

So far, the set of head cells has been a constant. The
first postcondition also motivates the need to modify the
set of head cells. It would be intuitively more satisfactory
if the programmer can remove the cell a from Hnext once
the list a has been merged into b. Therefore, we allow the
programmer to remove a cell from Hnext by using the Remove
operation. For example, we could add the statement

Hnext.Remove(a);

at the very end of union. With this modification, our tool
proves the following more pleasing postconditions.

//@ ensures Idnext(b) = b && Idnext(a) = b
//@ ensures ∀u ∈ Rnext(b) : u.r == b.r
//@ ensures Rnext(b) == (old(Rnext)(a) ∪ old(Rnext)(b))

Since the values of the variables Idnext and Rnext depend
on Hnext, the instrumentation for this statement is nontriv-
ial. Since Hnext becomes smaller, the heap might not remain
well-founded. The instrumentation not only checks via an
assertion that the heap remains well-founded, but also up-
dates the values of Idnext and Rnext appropriately. We give a
precise description of the instrumentation for this statement
as well as for Hf.Add(x), the converse of this statement, in
Section 4.

2.2 Insert

Our second example is the function insert shown in Fig-
ure 2. The function insert takes an acyclic list l and a

//@ requires wf dlist head(hd)
//@ requires p != null
//@ requires p ∈ Rnext(hd)
//@ requires p != hd
//@ requires Idnext(p) == hd

//@ ensures p 6∈ Rnext(hd)
//@ ensures wf dlist head(hd)

void dlist remove(Cell hd, Cell p) {
Cell tp = p.prev;
Cell tn = p.next;
tp.next = tn;
tn.prev = tp;

}

Figure 3: Removing an element from a doubly-linked list

cell p as arguments. The cells in the list l are in sorted
order based on the values of the field data of the cells. The
predicate sorted(l) is defined as follows:

sorted(l) =
∀u ∈ Rnext(l) : u.next==null||u.data<=u.next.data

The objective of insert is to insert the cell p in the appro-
priate place in l so that l remains sorted. The fourth pre-
condition requires that the cell p is not in Hnext. If p ∈ Hnext,
then on return, Rnext(l) contains all the cells from l upto but
not including p, and thus violates the the second postcon-
dition p ∈ Rnext(l). The fifth precondition of insert is also
worth explaining. To simplify the coding of insert, it is
expected that the first element of l is a dummy whose data
field is guaranteed to be less than any value that might be
inserted in the list.

This example illustrates an important advantage of ax-
iomatizing linked lists in first-order logic. The specification
of insert uses a combination of facts about reachability
via the next field, uninterpreted functions, arithmetic, and
propositional logic. The axiomatization of linked lists in
first-order logic immediately allows us to use any one of a
number of theorem provers that deal with a combination of
first-order theories. For our implementation, we are using
the UCLID theorem prover [7]. Although this example does
not use any arrays, adding them is a simple matter because
they can be modeled easily with uninterpreted functions and
the well-known called select-update axioms.

2.3 Remove

Our third example is the function dlist remove given in
Figure 3. This function removes a cell p from a cyclic
doubly-linked list with head hd. This example illustrates
that our technique handles doubly-linked lists just as cleanly
as singly-linked lists.

Our instrumentation adds variables Rnext and Idnext for
the linking field next, and Rprev and Idprev for the linking
field prev. The instrumentation happens just as before for
each linking field as if they are independent. However since
the linking field pair (next, prev) forms a doubly linked list,
we need to define additional preconditions to relate the two
fields and their auxiliary variables.



Domains
Boolean = {false, true}
Integer = {. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}

u, v, w ∈ Cell = {null , . . .}
x, y, z ∈ Var
f, g, h ∈ Field

c ∈ Const = Boolean ∪ Integer ∪ {null}
Op = { + , - , == , != , < , && , || }

s ∈ Stmt ::= x = c | x = y | x = y Op z |
assume(x) | assert(x) |
x = new | x = y.f | x.f = y

Figure 4: Program Syntax.

We define a predicate wf dlist head(hd) to denote that
hd points to a well formed doubly linked list. This predicate
is a conjunction of the following predicates:

1. hd != null

2. hd ∈ Hnext && hd ∈ Hprev

3. ∀u ∈ Rnext(hd) : u.next.prev ==u && u.prev.next ==u

4. Rnext(hd) == Rprev(hd)

5. Idnext(hd) == hd && Idprev(hd) == hd

The last conjunct indicates that hd is the unique head cell
in Hnext and Hprev present in the cyclic list. The predicate
wf dlist head(hd) is particularly useful when the routine
dlist remove is invoked in a loop to, for example, remove
all the cells from the list that satisfy some property. Then
this predicate will be a conjunct in the loop invariant.

The first precondition requires that the list is well
formed. The next two preconditions state that p points to
a cell in the list. The next precondition states that p is
different from hd and is required otherwise the list becomes
ill-founded after the remove operation. The postconditions
assert that p is removed from the list and the list remains
well-formed.

3 Programs

The set Var is a set of program variables. A variable in
Var may have one of three types: Boolean, Integer , or Cell .
The set Cell contains the addresses of heap objects, each
of which may have fields from the set Field . A field may
also have one of the three aforementioned types. A field
of type Boolean is a map from Cell to Boolean, a field of
type Integer is a map from Cell to Integer , and a field of
type Cell is a map from Cell to Cell . We refer to the last
category of fields as reference fields. Finally, Const is the set
of constants that may appear in the program. The constant
null is a special constant of type Cell .

A program is a control flow graph (PC ,E , pci , pcf ,L)
with five components. PC is a finite set of program lo-
cations, E ⊆ PC × PC is the set of control-flow edges,
pci ∈ PC is the initial location where program execution
begins, pcf ∈ PC is the final location where program execu-
tion terminates, and L is a function that maps each edge in
E to a statement in Stmt .

The restricted syntax of the statements in Stmt does
not result in any loss of generality, because more complex

statements can reduced to simple statements by the intro-
duction of temporary variables. The statement assume(x)
together with nondeterminism in the control flow graph can
be used to encode if-then-else and while statements. More-
over, other operations can be encoded with the operations
in Op. For example, boolean negation of x can be encoded
as x == false. We also assume that the program is free of
typing errors.

3.1 Programming with heads

We allow programmers to specify a subset of the reference
fields as linking fields. These fields are expected to provide
the links in data structures such as singly-linked and doubly-
linked lists. For each linking field f, the programmer is
allowed access to a variable Hf of type Set(Cell). The set Hf
contains a subset of the set of allocated cells that together
make all lists linked by f well-founded. The set Hf is required
to always contain the cell null . We provide two operations
to update Hf.

1. Hf.Add(x): The variable x is required to be of type Cell .
This statement adds the cell obtained by evaluating x
to the set Hf. This statement provides the fundamental
mechanism for making circular lists linked by the field
f well-founded. A programmer creates such a list by
first creating the head cell and then adding it to the
set Hf.

2. Hf.Remove(e): Again, the variable x is required to be of
type Cell . This operation requires that x be different
from null . This statement removes the cell obtained by
evaluating x from the set Hf. The precondition ensures
that we never remove null from Hf. We have already
illustrated the utility of this operation in Section 2.1.
This operation is used to remove the head cells of those
circular linked lists that are merged into other lists.

In addition to the usual statements, we also allow the
edges of the control flow graph to be labelled with the above
operations on Hf for each linking field f.

3.2 Semantics

The state σ of the program contains a program counter in
PC and a valuation of the variables in Var , the fields in
Field , and the head variables Hf for each linking field f.
Variables of type Booleanare initialized to false, variables of
type Integerare initialized to 0, and variables of type Cellare
initialized to null .

The state also contains a special variable Alloc of type
Set(Cell) to model memory allocation via new. The variable
Alloc is initialized to {}. The statement x = new removes
a nondeterministically chosen cell that is not equal to null
from Cell \ Alloc, assigns it to x, and adds it to Alloc.
Thus, the statement x = new is desugared to the following
statements:

x = choose(Cell \ {null}\Alloc);
Alloc = Alloc ∪ {x};

When the program executes, its state changes in accor-
dance with the standard operational semantics of its control
flow graph. To model the program misbehaving by perform-
ing a dereference of null or by failing an assertion, we add a
special state wrong with no transition out of it. For exam-
ple, if the value of the program counter in σ is l and the edge



(l, l′) ∈ E is labelled with x.f = y, then one of the following
may happen.

1. σ(x) is null and the program moves to the state wrong .

2. σ(x) is not null and the program makes a transition to
a state σ′ in which the program counter is l′, the map
for f is modified only at cell σ(x) to σ(y), and otherwise
the state remains unchanged.

The operational semantics of the other statements can be
defined similarly.

4 Program instrumentation

In this section, we show how to automatically instrument a
program to ensure that the linked lists in the heap always re-
main well-founded. The instrumentation is performed with
respect to a subset of reference fields called linking fields
that act as the links in a linked structure. We automati-
cally instrument the program with two auxiliary variables
for every linking field f. These variables, called Rf and Idf,
record information about the shape of the heap graph and
are essential to our verification method. The variable Rf is
a map from Cell to Set(Cell). The variable Idf is a map
from Cell to Cell . Intuitively, for any u ∈ Cell , Rf(u) is the
set of heap cells containing u and every cell obtained by one
or more applications of f to u until a cell v ∈ Hf is reached
and Idf(u) = v. Note that the final cell v is not a member
of Rf(u). We will often write Rf(u, v) to denote v ∈ Rf(u).

Although the variables Rf and Idf can be defined as a
mathematical function of the program state, this definition
uses transitive closure and therefore cannot be expressed in
first-order logic. An important and surprising insight of our
work is that even though these variables cannot be defined
without using transitive closure, the updates to them as the
program state changes can be defined entirely in first-order
logic. We automatically instrument the program to record
these update and are thus able to state the assertions which
ensure that the heap remains well-founded.

Let P be a program with control flow graph
(PC ,E , pci , pcf ,L). The instrumented program P# is ob-
tained by instrumenting each individual statement L(e) for
each edge e ∈ E . We now define the instrumentation for a
given statement s. In many cases shown below, the instru-
mented statement contains control flow. Such a complex
statement is used only for clarity of presentation, and can
easily be translated into a simple statement without control
flow.

1. If the statement s is of the form x = c, x = y, x = y
Op z, assume(x), assert(x), x = new, or x = y.f, then
the instrumented statement is identical to s. The defi-
nition of Rf and Idf depends only on the value of map
f and the set Hf. Since neither of those are changed
by the statement, we do not need to update the instru-
mentation variables.

2. If the statement is of the form x.f = y and f is a linking
field, then the instrumented statement is

assert(x != null);
assert(x ∈ Rf(y) => y ∈ Hf);
if (y ∈ Hf) {

Idf = λi.

�
y if x ∈ Rf(i)
Idf(i) otherwise

Rf = λi.

�
(Rf(i) \ Rf(x)) ∪ {x} if x ∈ Rf(i)
Rf(i) otherwise

}
else {

Idf = λi.

�
Idf(y) if x ∈ Rf(i)
Idf(i) otherwise

Rf = λi.

�
(Rf(i) \ Rf(x)) ∪ {x} ∪ Rf(y) if x ∈ Rf(i)
Rf(i) otherwise

}
x.f = y;

This statement is the only one that updates the link
structure of the heap. First, the instrumentation checks
via the assertion assert(x ∈ Rf(y) => y ∈ Hf) that the
heap remains well-founded, that is, no cycle of cells
unbroken by a member of Hf is created as a result of
updating the f field of x to y. If such a cycle is created,
then there must be a path from from y to x in which
no cell, including y and x, is in Hf, which results in a
violation of this assertion.

Second, the two instrumentation variables Idf and Rf
are updated. The values of these functions is updated
at a particular cell i only if x ∈ Rf(i), that is, there
is a path from i to x not broken by any member of
Hf. If x ∈ Rf(i), the update is split into two cases. If
y ∈ Hf, then Idf(i) becomes y and we remove from Rf(i)
everything that is reachable from x without hitting a
member of Hf but then add x itself. If y 6∈ Hf, then
Idf(i) becomes Idf(y) and we remove from Rf(i) every-
thing that is reachable from x but then add x itself and
everything that is reachable from y.

3. If the statement is of the form Hf.Add(x), then the in-
strumented statement is

if (x 6∈ Hf) {

Idf = λi.

�
x if x ∈ Rf(i) && x!= i
Idf(i) otherwise

Rf = λi.

�
Rf(i) \ Rf(x) if x ∈ Rf(i) && x!= i
Rf(i) otherwise

Hf = Hf ∪ {x};
}
This statement does not update the linking structure
of the heap; it only changes the value of Hf. Since
the values of the instrumentation variables Idf and Rf
depend on Hf, these variables must be updated if Hf
changes in case x 6∈ Hf. The values of Idf and Rf are
updated at a particular cell i only if x ∈ Rf(i) ∧ x 6= i,
that is, x becomes new blocking cell for i. In this case,
Idf(i) becomes x and we remove from Rf(i) everything
that is reachable from x without hitting a member of
Hf.

4. If the statement is of the form Hf.Remove(x), then the
instrumented statement is



if (x ∈ Hf) {
assert(Idf(x) != x);

Idf = λi.

�
Idf(x) if Idf(i)== x
Idf(i) otherwise

Rf = λi.

�
Rf(i) ∪ Rf(x) if Idf(i)== x
Rf(i) otherwise

Hf = Hf \ {x};
}

This statement, just like Hf.Add(x), does not update the
linking structure of the heap; it only changes the value
of Hf. The values of the instrumentation variables Idf
and Rf must be updated if Hf changes in case x ∈ Hf.
First, the instrumentation checks via an assertion that
the removal of x from the set of head cells does not
result in a heap that is not well-founded. A bad heap
can result if x is the only head cell in a cycle, a condition
captured by Idf(x) = x and the assertion checks for
precisely the negation of this condition. Note that since
Idf(null) = null by definition, this assertion also checks
the precondition of this operation that x is nonnull.

Second, the two instrumentation variables Idf and Rf
are updated. The values of Idf and Rf are updated at
a particular cell i only if Idf(i) = x, that is, x is the
blocking cell for i. In this case, Idf(i) becomes Idf(x)
and we add to Rf(i) everything that is reachable from
x without hitting a member of Hf.

4.1 Correctness

In this section, we formalize the correctness of our instru-
mentation. The instrumented state θ of the program is a
valuation of the variables in Rf and Idf for each linking field
f. While the original program makes transitions of the form
σ → σ′, the instrumented program makes transitions of the
form (σ, θ) → (σ′, θ′). To state our correctness theorem, we
first need to define a well-formed state.

Definition 1 (Well-founded function) A function f :
Cell → Cell is well-founded with respect to a set of cells
H, if for any cell u ∈ Cell , there exists n > 0, such that
fn(u) ∈ H.

If f is well-founded with respect to h, we can define the
functions Idf

H : Cell → Cell and Rf
H : Cell → Set(Cell) as

follows.

Rf
H(u) = {v ∈ Cell | v = u ∨

∃n : 0 < n : (v = fn(u)∧
∀m : 0 < m ≤ n : fm(u) 6∈ H)}

Idf
H(u) = fn(u), where n = min{m | 0 < m ∧ fm(u) ∈ H}

Definition 2 (Well-founded state) A state σ is well-
founded if for every linking field f, the function σ(f) is well-
founded with respect to σ(Hf).

Definition 3 (Well-formed state) A state σ is well-
formed if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. σ is well-founded.

2. null 6∈ Alloc.

3. For every variable x of type Cell , σ(x) ∈ σ(Alloc) or
σ(x) = null .

4. For every cell u ∈ σ(Alloc) and reference field f ∈
Field, σ(f)(u) ∈ σ(Alloc) or σ(f)(u) = null .

5. For every cell u ∈ Cell \ σ(Alloc) and reference field
f ∈ Field, σ(f)(u) = null .

6. For every linking field f, null ∈ σ(Hf).

A state is ill-formed if it is not well-formed.
We define an instrumentation function I on well-formed

states. For every program state σ, the application I(σ)

yields an instrumented state θ such that θ(Idf) = Idf
H and

θ(Rf) = Rf
H , where f = σ(f) and H = σ(Hf). Now, we

can state a theorem that characterizes the precision of our
instrumentation.

Theorem 1 Suppose σ and σ′ are well-formed states of a
program P and P# is the instrumented version of P . Then
the following statements are true.

1. P can make a transition from σ to σ′ iff P# can make
a transition from (σ, I(σ)) to (σ′, I(σ′)).

2. P makes a transition from σ to either an ill-formed
state or wrong iff P# makes a transition from (σ, I(σ))
to wrong.

Proof: We can prove the theorem by a case analysis over the
various types of statements.

1. Suppose the statement s is of the form x = c, x = y,
x = y Op z, assume(x), assert(x), or x = y.f. Then
the instrumented statement is identical to s. Since s
neither allocates any cell nor modifies a linking field of
any cell, the proof follows easily.

2. Suppose the statement s is of the form x = new. Then
the instrumented statement is identical to s and as ex-
plained in Section 3 is desugared to

x = choose(Cell \ {null}\Alloc);
Alloc = Alloc ∪ {x};

Let v be the value of x in σ′. Then v ∈ σ′(Alloc). For
every reference field f, we have σ′(f)(v) = σ(f)(v) =
null . Finally, since this operation does not modify
a linking field of any cell, the state σ′ remains well-
founded.

3. Suppose the statement s is of the form x.f = y and
f is a linking field. Then the instrumented statement
is as described earlier in Section 4. If s goes wrong
because of a null dereference on x, then the instru-
mented statement goes wrong because of the first as-
sertion. Let x = u and y = v in the state σ. Let
H = σ(Hf) = σ′(Hf). If a cycle that is not broken by
any cell in H is created in σ′, then there must be a path
from v to u in σ in which no cell, including v and u, is
in H. In this case, the second assertion in the instru-
mented statement goes wrong. Otherwise, the state σ′

is well-formed. Let f = σ(f) and f ′ = σ′(f). Let θ
and θ′ be the instrumented state before and after the
operation respectively. We know that θ(Idf) = Idf

H

and θ(Rf) = Rf
H . Let us fix i ∈ Cell . Then, we must



show that θ′(Idf)(i) = Idf ′
H (i) and θ′(Rf)(i) = Rf ′

H (i).
We can prove this by a four-way case analysis over the
values of the pair (H(v), u ∈ θ(Rf)(i)) of Boolean pred-
icates.

4. If the statement is of the form Hf.Add(x), then the in-
strumented statement is as described earlier in Sec-
tion 4. Let H = σ(Hf) and H ′ = σ′(Hf). Let f = σ(f) =
σ′(f). Let x = u in the state σ. Let θ and θ′ be the
instrumented state before and after the operation re-
spectively. If u ∈ H, then σ′ = σ and θ′ = θ and we are
done. Otherwise u 6∈ H. We know that θ(Idf) = Idf

H

and θ(Rf) = Rf
H . Let us fix i ∈ Cell . Then, we must

show that θ′(Idf)(i) = Idf
H′(i) and θ′(Rf)(i) = Rf

H′(i).
We can prove this by a two-way case analysis over the
Boolean predicate u ∈ θ(Rf)(i) ∧ u 6= i.

5. If the statement is of the form Hf.Remove(x), then the
instrumented statement is as described earlier in Sec-
tion 4. Let H = σ(Hf) and H ′ = σ′(Hf). Let f =
σ(f) = σ′(f). Let x = u in the state σ. Let θ and θ′ be
the instrumented state before and after the operation
respectively. If u 6∈ H, then σ′ = σ and θ′ = θ and we
are done. Otherwise u ∈ H. If u = null , then since σ
is well-formed, we have u 6∈ Alloc and σ(f)(u) = null .
Therefore θ(Idf)(u) = null = u and the first assertion
in the instrumented statement goes wrong. Otherwise
u ∈ H ∧ u 6= null . As a result of removing u from
H, if a cycle that is not broken by any cell in H ′ is
created in σ′, then there must be a path from u to u
in σ in which the only cell in H is u itself. Again, we
get θ(Idf)(u) = u and the first assertion in the instru-
mented statement goes wrong. Otherwise, we have that
σ′ is a well-formed state. We know that θ(Idf) = Idf

H

and θ(Rf) = Rf
H . Let us fix i ∈ Cell . Then, we must

show that θ′(Idf)(i) = Idf
H′(i) and θ′(Rf)(i) = Rf

H′(i).
We can prove this by a two-way case analysis over the
Boolean predicate u ∈ θ(Rf)(i) ∧ u 6= i.

2

5 First-Order axiomatization of well-foundedness

Consider a state Σ = (σ, θ) of the augmented program P#.
Since the variables f, Rf, Idf and Hf are not independent, we
need to constrain the set of legal states Σ for the augmented
program. This can be achieved by adding constraints or
axioms relating the variables Rf, Idf, Hf and f for any linking
field f.

In this section, we provide a set of first-order axioms that
relate the variables Rf, Idf, Hf and f for any linking field f
for any well-founded state Σ. We first provide two first-order
axioms (called base axioms) to capture the relationships be-
tween Rf, Idf and f. We then provide an induction principle
(IND-WF) that enables us to derive additional first-order
axioms from the base axioms. For convenience, we will use
the notation f(u) to denote u.f in this section.

5.1 Base Axioms

The following two fundamental axioms characterizes the re-
lationship between the predicates Rf, Idf, Hf and f in any
state Σ of the program. In all these axioms, the cells
u ∈ Cell , v ∈ Cell are implicitly universally quantified out.

1. The first axiom specifies that Rf(u, v) is true if and
only if either (i) there is a zero-length path from u to
v (when u = v), or (ii) there is a path of length one or
more from u to v without encountering any cells from
Hf.

Rf(u, v) ⇔ (u = v ∨ (f(u) 6∈ Hf ∧ Rf(f(u), v))) (AX1)

2. The second axiom relates Idf(u) with Idf(f(u)) when
f(u) 6∈ Hf. If f(u) ∈ H, then Idf(u) = f(u).

Idf(u) = (f(u) ∈ Hf) ? f(u) : Idf(f(u)) (AX2)

The above axioms follow from the definition of the two
predicates from Section 4.1.

We define a state Σ to be finite if the domain of Σ (i.e.
set Cell) is finite in Σ. Also, recall (from Section 4.1) that

for any function f : Cell → Cell and a set H ⊆ Cell , Rf
H(u)

defines the set of all cells u, f(u), . . . until the first cell from

H is encountered, and Idf
H(u) denotes the identify of the

first cell in H encountered.
The base axioms intuitively capture the definition of the

fields Rf and Idf. The following theorem, which is a natural
generalization of the theorem for acyclic case [21], serves to
make this intuition precise.

Theorem 2 For any finite and well-founded state Σ satis-
fying axioms AX1 and AX2, Σ(Rf) = Rf

H , and Σ(Idf) =

Idf
H , where f = Σ(f) and H = Σ(Hf).

Proof: We will sketch the proof for Rf and omit the proof
for Idf, which is similar.

Let us first assume that v is reachable from u using
k ≥ 0 applications of f (i.e. v = fk(u)), without en-
countering any cells from H. Since Σ satisfies AX1,
Σ(Rf)(f

k(u), v) = true. If k = 0, then we are done. Oth-

erwise, by AX1, and the fact that none of f(u), . . . , fk(u)
intersect with H, Σ(Rf)(f

k−1(u), v) = Σ(Rf)(f
k−2(u), v) =

. . . = Σ(Rf)(u, v) = true.
On the other hand, assume that Σ(Rf)(u, v) = true.

Let fk(u) for k > 0 be the first cell in the se-
quence f(u), f2(u), . . . , that is present in H. As-
sume that v does not equal any element of the set
{u, f(u), f2(u), . . . , fk−1(u)}. Unfolding the definition of
Rf(w, v) k − 1 times with w

.
= u, w

.
= f(u), . . . , w

.
=

fk−1(u), we get Rf(u, v) = false. Hence v has to be in
{u, f(u), . . . , fk−1(u)}. 2

5.2 Induction Principle

Even though the axioms AX1 and AX2 capture fundamen-
tal properties of Rf

H and Idf
H , they are not complete. As

noted by Lev-Ami et al. [21], at least one of the limitation
of the above axioms (and first-order logic in general) is that
there is no complete axiomatization of “finiteness”.

A consequence of this limitation is that above axioms
might imply other derived axioms in any finite state, but
these additional axioms can’t be derived from the two ax-
ioms above solely by first order reasoning. These derived
axioms are required to further constrain the set of states to
give a meaningful assignments to Rf, Idf and f.

In this section, we present an induction principle (IND-
WF) that can be used to derive other theorems from the
base axioms AX1 and AX2.



Definition 4 (IND-WF) Consider a well-founded state Σ
where f = Σ(f) and H = Σ(Hf), for the linking field f.
To show that a property P (u) holds for all u ∈ Cell , it is
sufficient to establish two cases:

1. Base Case: Establishes the property for all cells u such
that f(u) ∈ H:

f(u) ∈ H ⇒ P (u) (1)

2. Induction Step: If P holds for a cell v and v 6∈ H,
then establish that P holds for all the cells u such that
f(u) = v:

(P (v) ∧ f(u) = v ∧ v 6∈ H) ⇒ P (u) (2)

We show that if the above induction principle establishes
that a predicate P is true for all the cell u ∈ Cell in a state
Σ, then Σ satisfies ∀u : P (u).

Proposition 1 The induction principle IND-WF is sound.

Proof: Let Σ be a given state and f = Σ(f) and H =
Σ(Hf). Let us define a metric distancef of a cell u from the
cells in H:

distancef (u) =

�
1, f(u) ∈ H
1 + distancef (f(u)), otherwise

The base case of the induction proceeds by proving P (u)
for all the cells u for which f(u) ∈ H. For the induction
step, we assume that the property P holds for f(u), and
then prove it for u. When f(u) 6∈ H, we know that the
distancef (u) > distancef (f(u)) by the above definition and
the well-foundedness of f . This ensures that every u has a
finite and well-defined distancef (u) value. 2

5.3 Derived Axioms

In this section, we present a small set of useful first-order
axioms that have been required in the various proof efforts
we have undertaken. These axioms can be derived from the
base axioms using the induction principle described above.
It is a challenge to identify a “core” subset of axioms that
is not only useful in practice, but also fairly intuitive to
understand. We have identified a small set of such axioms
that seem to be sufficient for the set of examples handled in
this paper. Of course, we can’t make any claims whether this
set will suffice for other programs too, since our experience
is limited to the set of programs we have handled. But we
believe that this set captures the interesting cases in dealing
with most linked list programs.

1. Transitivity: The relation Rf enjoys the transitivity
property:

(Rf(u, v) ∧ Rf(v, w)) ⇒ Rf(u, w) ( TR)

2. Antisymmetry: This property is key to breaking the
symmetry in a cycle.

(Rf(u, v) ∧ Rf(v, u)) ⇒ u = v ( AS)

3. Bounded Distinctness: For any heap cell u, if none
of the cells f(u), f2(u), . . . , fk(u) intersect with the
set Hf, then all the cells in this sequence are distinct
from each other. Let Fk

.
= {f(u), . . . , fk(u)}, and

DISTINCT (S) denotes that all the members in a set
S are pairwise distinct. We can derive a parameterized
system of theorems DTk for different finite values of k:

Fk ∩H = {} ⇒ DISTINCT ({u} ∪ Fk) ( DTk)

We have found that the case for k = 1 to be useful in
proving properties of many linked list programs (e.g.
reverse of an acyclic linked list):

(f(u) 6∈ H) ⇒ u 6= f(u) ( DT1)

These axioms can be proved easily from the base ax-
ioms AX1 and AX2. and the induction principle IND-
WF. We illustrate this by working through the proof
of DT1:

Proof: We will substitute the expression (f(u) 6∈ H) ⇒
u 6= f(u), in place of P (u) in Equation 1 and Equa-
tion 2. Then we derive contradiction from the negation
of the formula.

• Base Case: Since f(u) 6∈ H, the formula for the
base case is unsatisfiable.

• Induction Step: Substituting the definition of P
and rewriting v with f(u) in Equation 2, we get:

(f(f(u)) ∈ H ∨ f(u) 6= f(f(u))) ∧
f(f(u)) 6∈ H ∧ f(u) 6∈ H ∧ u = f(u)

Rewriting the formula after replacing f(u) with u
(since u = f(u)), and removing f(u) = f(u), we
get

(f(u) ∈ H ∨ f(u) 6= f(u)) ∧ f(u) 6∈ H

which is a contradiction.

2

5.4 Optimization

In addition to the instrumentation discussed in Section 4,
we also introduce an assume() statement immediately after
each statement of the form x = y.f:

assume(x 6∈ Hf => Rf(x) = Rf(y) \ {y});
The constraint described by the assume() statement is an

instance of the following theorem (that can again be derived
from AX1 and the induction principle):

f(u) 6∈ Hf ⇒ Rf(f(u)) = Rf(u) \ {u} (T1)

This can be seen as an optimization to instantiate the fol-
lowing derived theorem eagerly during the instrumentation
phase, preventing the theorem prover to search for instances
of this axiom. The axiom T1 is not added explicitly to the
set of derived axioms used in the proofs.



6 Experiments

We have implemented a prototype tool to mechanically ver-
ify properties of programs containing linked lists. In this
section, we briefly describe the components of the prototype
and some preliminary results on a set of programs manipu-
lating singly or doubly linked lists.

The source program is written in the Zing [1] program-
ming language, an imperative Java-like language but with-
out inheritance. In addition to the programming language
discussed in the paper, it can also support arrays of Boolean,
Integer and Cell .

The user specifies a subset of fields in the program as
linking fields. For each field f, the tool automatically instru-
ments the Zing program with the auxiliary variables Rf, Idf,
and adds the updates to these variables. The instrumented
program also contains the asserts for null-dereference and
the asserts to ensure that the fields are well-founded. The
instrumented program is then translated to a guarded tran-
sition system and is fed to the UCLID verification system [7].
Let us briefly describe the UCLID system and the features
that are used in this paper.

6.1 UCLID

The input language of UCLID supports variables of type
Booleans, integers, and functions (and predicates) over inte-
gers. The functions can have any finite arity. Each variable
of type Cell in the source program is mapped to an integer
variable. Each field f is mapped to a function variable from
integers to integers or Booleans. Set-valued variables such
as Rf (respectively Hf) are mapped to a predicate variable of
arity two (respectively one). Similarly, Idf is mapped to a
function variable of arity one.

The updates to function and predicate variables are mod-
eled using a λ notation used in Section 4 of this paper. The
λ notation generalizes the theory of arrays, and allows us
to modify an arbitrary number of entries in an array in a
single step. This is convenient for expressing the updates of
Rf and Idf variables.

The user can add the necessary preconditions, loop in-
variants and the postconditions to check in the UCLID file.
Recall that some of the asserts are automatically generated
by our translator and are part of the list of properties to
check in the UCLID file. The file also includes the set of
base axioms and derived axioms described in Section 5.

UCLID supports specification of first-order axioms and
properties of the form ∀X : φ(X), where φ is a quantifier-
free expression over the state variables in the program. This
is sufficient to express the axioms, preconditions, loop in-
variants, and the postconditions for all the examples that
we have encountered in this work and believe is sufficient
to capture the properties for most programs in practice.
Set operations are modeled using quantified expressions (e.g.
S = S1 ∪ S2 gets translated to ∀x : S(x) ⇔ (S1(x) ∨ S2(x)).

The tool can be used in two different ways:

• Proving verification conditions (VC): Given the
preconditions, loop invariants and the postconditions,
the tool generates a VC that is checked using the theo-
rem prover in UCLID. The theorem prover uses quanti-
fier instantiation to eliminate quantifiers in the formula
and then uses a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) based de-
cision procedure for the theories of uninterpreted func-
tions and linear arithmetic. Failed VCs result in a

concrete counterexample that is immensely useful for
strengthening the loop invariants, adding more precon-
ditions or (in rare cases) adding new axioms.

• Synthesizing loop invariants using indexed
predicate abstraction: The tool can automatically
construct universally quantified invariants using sim-
ple indexed predicates from a set P. Each predicate
p ∈ P is a Boolean expression over the state vari-
ables and a set of index symbols X of type integers
(recall Cell are identified as integers in UCLID). The
tool then constructs the strongest loop invariant of the
form ∀X : φ(X ), where φ(X ) is a Boolean combination
of the predicates in P [19, 12].

For instance, given the set of predicates P = {u =
next(v), v = prev(u), Rnext(hd, u), Rnext(hd, v)}, with
X = {u, v}, the tool can compose the predicates to
construct an invariant (say)

∀u, v : (Rnext(hd, u) ∧ Rnext(hd, v)) ⇒
(v = prev(u) ⇔ u = next(v))

The ability to generate complex quantified invariants
from simple predicates often relieves the user from writ-
ing down well-formed loop invariants. Various heuris-
tics are also provided to often infer most predicates [20].

In the next two subsections, we describe our initial ex-
perience with using the two features of UCLID to verify a
set of programs manipulating linked lists.

6.2 Benchmarks

We have currently handled the following set of examples
using at least one of the two tools mentioned above:

• acyclic simple, cyclic simple: These are the ex-
amples from Section 1 where all the elements of the
list are initialized to 0.

• reverse a: This example performs an in-place destruc-
tive update of an acyclic linked list pointed to by a
variable l.

• setunion, setunion S1: This is the example de-
scribed in Figure 1. The example setunion S1 denotes
the portion of the example before the destructive up-
dates to combine the two lists into one. We have in-
cluded both setunion and setunion S1 to demonstrate
the increase in complexity in the presence of destructive
updates.

• insert: This is the example of insertion into a sorted
list described in Figure 2 in Section 2.

• dlist remove: This example of a doubly linked list is
also described in Section 2.

6.3 Proving verification conditions

In this section, we describe the set of examples for which we
provided the loop invariant manually and used the theorem
prover to prove the verification conditions.

Figure 5 describe the results of verifying these exam-
ples on a 2 GHz machine running Linux and 1GB memory.
ZChaff [26] was used as the SAT solver inside UCLID. We
have plotted the complexity of the VC generated (VC Size)



Example VC Size # Instants Time Taken
in UCLID (sec)

cyclic simple 991 (45) 0 2.1
reverse a 1896 (72) 0 9.5
setunion S1 1134 (49) 0 3.9
setunion 2960 (104) 1 11.4
insert 5950(110) 2 37.5

dlist remove 3362 (115) 1 30.1

Figure 5: Results of verifying linked list programs. “VC
Size” denotes the number of nodes in the VC formula af-
ter instantiation; the numbers in the parenthesis denote the
number of integer-valued terms in the formula. The column
“# Instants” denotes the number of manual instantiations
that had to be done.

and the total time taken by the theorem prover to prove the
formula. We have also included the number of cases where
we had to manually instantiate an axiom.

Observe the difference between the verification of
setunion S1 and setunion. In the latter case, adding the
destructive updates requires one manual instantiation as
well as increased CPU time. Also, the complexity of ver-
ifying dlist remove comes from two sources even though
the program is just four lines long: first, the precondition
of the method is complex, and secondly, the set of axioms
double and number terms to instantiate increases because
of the presence of two fields (next, prev) in the program.

The manual instantiation of quantifiers in the axioms
have come mainly from two cases so far:

• The quantifier instantiation heuristics fail to infer rel-
evant terms to instantiate. It only happened once for
the example insert, where we had to instantiate AX2
with a concrete term.

• Since the axiom TR relates three bound variables u, v
and w, and the number of combinations to instantiate
grows exponentially with the number bound variables
resulting in a very large VC, we always use the axiom
after instantiating the first argument u with one of the
program variables. This was the source of one instanti-
ation for each of setunion, insert and dlist remove
examples.

Both the above problems can be mitigated by better
quantifier instantiation strategies, and we are working to-
wards improving the heuristics in UCLID. We do not use
Simplify to discharge the VCs because the concrete coun-
terexample facility in UCLID offsets the value of more ad-
vanced instantiation heuristics present in Simplify.

6.4 Invariant synthesis

We have also leveraged the predicate abstraction engine in
UCLID to infer loop invariants for some of the examples.
Our initial experience has been encouraging, and we re-
port some preliminary results in this section. At present,
we have managed to construct the loop invariants for the
cyclic simple, reverse a, set union and insert exam-
ples, given a set of indexed predicates.

Figure 6 illustrates the result of synthesizing loop invari-
ants using indexed predicate abstraction for a subset of the
examples. Currently the tool suffers from two bottlenecks

Example # Predicates # Iterations Time Taken
(sec)

cyclic simple 15(1) 4 11.4
reverse a 16(1) 6 85.45
set union 24 (1) 5 79.79
insert 21(2) 9 1404.07

Figure 6: Results of verifying linked list programs using in-
dexed predicate abstraction. “# Predicates” denotes the
number of predicates requires; the number in the parenthe-
sis denotes the number of index variables in the predicates.
“# Iterations” is the number of iterations of abstract reach-
ability computation to compute the invariant. “Time taken”
is the time taken to construct the invariant and prove the
postconditions.

that results in significant time to construct the invariants.
This also explains the time taken to prove the verification
conditions in the last section.

• UCLID does not maintain the control flow graph ex-
plicitly and encodes the program counter as a variable
— the entire program is encoded as a single transition
relation. This is because the tool was primarily built
for analyzing distributed protocols and systems. This
results in a large blowup in the formulas that the the-
orem prover or the predicate abstraction engine gets,
and consequently slows the analysis. We are currently
working on incorporating explicit control flow into the
tool.

• The quantifier instantiation engine generates a large
number of (often redundant) terms to instantiate.
Moreover, the number of combinations to instantiate
grows exponentially with the number of index variables
in X . For instance, with two index variables, the num-
ber of combinations to instantiate went up to 81 for
the insert example. In some cases, SAT often saw for-
mulas with more than 300K clauses in them. To mit-
igate this problem, we are exploring alternate quanti-
fier instantiation and predicate abstraction strategies.
Besides, one can often trade off the precision of the
predicate abstraction to construct less precise loop in-
variants more efficiently. We plan to investigate if such
loop invariants suffice to prove the properties of interest
for these candidate programs.

Figure 7 describe the reverse a example along with the
set of predicates required to prove the postcondition. The
example required a single index symbol (denoting a heap
cell) u to construct the loop invariant. The tool requires
25.03 seconds to construct the loop invariant and prove the
property. The set of predicates for this example was sup-
plied manually. We are currently working on automating
the process of predicate discovery to make the verification
more automated.

7 Related Work

There is a rich body of work in reasoning about programs
that perform destructive updates of heap allocated data
structures. Work in this area can be divided into the follow-
ing often overlapping categories: (1) first-order axiomatiza-
tion of reachability, (2) shape analysis, (3) using decidable



//@ requires null ∈ Hnext
//@ requires Idnext(l) ==null

//@ ensures Rnext(res) == old(Rnext)(l)

Cell reverse (Cell l) {
Cell curr = l;
Cell res = null;

while (curr != null) {
Cell tmp = curr.next;
curr.next = res;
res = curr;
curr = tmp;

}

return res;
}

Set of Predicates
X = {u}
P = {u = null , u = curr, u = res, u = old(l),

Rnext(curr, u), Rnext(res, u), Hnext(u),
old(Rnext)(old(l), u), l = old(l), Rnext(old(l), u),
curr = null , Idnext(u) = null}

Figure 7: Reversing an acyclic list. The source program
along with the set of predicates. We use old(x) to denote
the value of x at the method entry.

logics to capture reachability information, (4) using predi-
cate abstraction to construct inductive invariants for linked
lists, and (5) local reasoning using separation logic.

First-order axiomatization of reachability. The
work in this category is closest to our work. Nelson [28]

proposed the ternary reachability predicate u
f−→
x

v to define

that u can reach v through applications of f without encoun-
tering x, and provided a set of first-order axioms to capture
this predicate. Our axiomatization is based on two binary
predicates. We believe that our predicates are more intu-
itive to a programmer and our axiomatization yields sim-
pler correctness proofs. For example, Nelson’s proof of the
set-union example from Section 2.1 required eight axioms
whereas our proof requires only the transitivity axiom in
addition to the two base axioms. Lev-Ami et al. [21] pro-
posed another set of axioms for characterizing the reachabil-
ity predicate. Their approach works only for acyclic lists and
will not allow them to express loop invariants for programs
manipulating cyclic lists. McPeak [24] proposes a methodol-
ogy for writing specifications of data structures in first-order
logic. Since he does not attempt to axiomatize reachability,
his method, by itself, is not sufficient to express reachabil-
ity or disjointness properties of linked lists. To express such
facts, the programmer has to manually introduce and up-
date ghost variables in a program specific way. His work,
however, provides new heuristics for quantifier instantiation
targeted towards reasoning for linked data structures. This
work should complement our work which depends crucially
on first-order theorem provers.

Shape analysis. Work in this category attempts to rea-
son about the shape properties of the heap, such as acyclic-
ity and sharing, in the presence of destructive updates to
the heap. Ghiya and Hendren [13] propose the use of two
boolean matrices to record if two pointers are reachable from
each other and if they share any heap cell. They provide con-
servative updates to these matrices for various statements
in the program. Sagiv et al. [32, 33] use a 3-valued logic to
represent abstractions of the heap graph. For improved pre-
cision, their approach requires instrumentation predicates ,
which usually use a reachability predicate as a building
block. The updates for these predicates are either supplied
by the user or constructed conservatively using a theorem
prover that can reason about transitive closure. The idea is
implemented in the TVLA [22] system and has been used to
infer loop invariants for various linked data structures. In
contrast to this work, our approach depends on purely first-
order reasoning. Recently, Hackett and Rugina [15] have
proposed a method that uses points-to information to con-
struct an abstraction of the heap. Their approach cannot
encode relationships (e.g. equality) between program ex-
pressions and cannot describe doubly-linked lists. One ad-
vantage of our approach compared to all of the above is the
ease with which we can combine reasoning about linked lists
with reasoning about arithmetic and arrays.

Decidable logics. Various decidable logic fragments
have been also proposed to express properties of linked data
structures. PALE [25] uses monadic second-order logic to
express properties of lists, trees, and graphs. The logic Lr [5]
was proposed to reason about reachability. However, the
decidability results quickly break down in the presence of
complex shapes and scalar values in the program.

Predicate abstraction for discovering invariants.
Recently, predicate abstraction [14] has been extended to
construct invariants for linked-list programs. Dams and
Namjoshi [8] proposed the use of reachability predicate to
construct an abstraction of the concrete system. They pro-
vide a heuristic for predicate discovery based on construct-
ing the weakest precondition of the reachability predicate.
Manevich et al. [23] observe that the number of shared
nodes in the heap consisting of singly-linked lists is stati-
cally bounded, and propose a family of predicates to exploit
this observation. The idea has been implemented in TVLA.
Unlike our work, both the above methods require a theo-
rem prover that can reason about transitive closure to con-
struct the abstraction. Balaban et al. [2] provide a decision
procedure for restricted formulae involving the reachability
predicate and provide a method to compute the abstraction.
The restrictions on the reachability predicate does not al-
low them, for example, to express the loop invariant for the
cyclic simple program from Section 1.1. In comparison
to all of the above, our ability to harness invariant inference
methods for first-order logic (e.g. indexed predicate abstrac-
tion) provides us with appreciable automation for programs
that manipulate linked structures, arrays, and other scalar
values.

Separation logic. Separation logic [18, 31] is a promis-
ing idea for local reasoning of heap-manipulating programs.
Separation logic naturally extends traditional Hoare-style
reasoning to bear upon such programs. However, most of
the work on separation logic focused on proving programs
manually [29, 30]. Recently, Berdine et al. [6] have devel-
oped decision procedures for fragments of separation logic.
However, we are not aware of any automated tools for pro-
gram verification based on these decision procedures. Proofs



of linked-list programs using separation logic use the reacha-
bility predicate; our axiomatization of reachability could po-
tentially help with mechanizing such proofs. Alternatively,
our work can benefit from separation logic specifications in
future as we extend our work to the inter-procedural set-
ting.

8 Conclusions

Programs such as kernels of operating systems and device
drivers manipulate a variety of data structures, such as ar-
rays, singly and doubly linked lists, and hashtables. Current
verification tools focus on control-dominated properties and
are consequently unable to handle such programs in which
the control flow interacts with the data in subtle ways. This
paper is our first step towards the goal of building a scalable
checker for verifying low-level data-rich systems software.

In this paper, we presented a novel method for verifying
linked data structures based on a first-order axiomatization
of reachability with respect to a set of head cells. This ax-
iomatization is based on the idea of a well-founded heap
and has the advantage that acyclic and cyclic lists are han-
dled uniformly with equal ease. We have implemented our
method in a tool and used it to verify the correctness of
a variety of nontrivial programs manipulating both acyclic
and cyclic singly-linked lists and doubly-linked lists.

There are several immediate directions for future work.
We would like to verify more examples that use doubly-
linked lists and arrays to evaluate the overhead of using our
methodology and the adequacy of our list of derived first-
order axioms. We have access to several programs from the
Windows kernel that use rich data structures; we intend
to evaluate our method on these programs. We would like
to automate the inference of invariants more by developing
heuristics for predicate discovery targeted towards linked
lists. Finally, we would like to extend our work to deal
with procedure calls and develop techniques to summarize
procedures.
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